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TEMPLE OF TEETOTAL TRUTH. 

know, that the Mr. Bean profe duly informed the work of an; 

•s ” is, th v^e virulence of a man who neither u it, nor cares to understand it. He is in deep ignorance of the himself (as are most who have written against it), and he w those who are equally ignorant, and who only know, or d n who is paid to think for them is on the 

of controversy, firs professes to confuti says, Thou sludt n proceed, however, 

We advise him, when he next enters the f it to ascertain truly the opinions of those whom e, lest he should again violate the command wh ot bear false witness against thy neighbor. We i to the trial of his forty fallacies. ;s to teetotalism “ as a principle ” not “ as a pi tes that it is not “ scriptural principle.” p. 2. i by principle is not very clear ; but we n ' s a scriptural principle; for f ' •and that “ it is good neither anything whereby thy brother is m 



2 
or to fall, or is weakened.” Either of these principles supports the practice of teetotalism. . 2. “Therefore”! says Mr. B., “it must be a principle of human device—a principle near akin to the popish principle ” of monachism ! p. 2. The premisses were bad, but the logic is worse. Are all principles not expressly announced in the Bible, therefore mere human devices ? Has God constructed his ivories—the physical structure of man and of the world—upon no principles ? In Rom. i. 19, 20, St. Paul declares that the very heathen were without excuse for transgressing certain plain principles revealed through the natural creation, yet, eighteen centuries after, we have a professor of Christianity arguing that there are no natural principles manifest in the Divine Works—and that any principle not in the written word, must be a “human device ”! Men have become so “ vain in their imaginations, and their foolish heart so darkened,” that they can only honor the principles of the Divine Word, by denying those of the Divine Works ! 3. “ Is there not some deeper design at the bottom of this zeal for the teetotal cause ?—I think there is ; but I do not know—only, be- 

Mr. B. is here practising the rust sometimes adopted by country proprietors, to frighten off little boys from trespassing in plantations— “ Beware of man-traps and spring-guns /” He perhaps fancies that the teetotalers in presuming to think for themselves, are trespassing on his grounds, he being employed to think for them ? Hence his “ Beware ”/ We would just ask Mr. B. if his uncharitable suspicions, born of jealousy and dislike, are illustrations of the following “scriptural principles”? Judge not before the time—believe all things—hope all things. In the same page he tells us that the children of this country “ have not an opportunity of touching” strong drink!!! Therefore he calls the pledging of our juvenile teetotalers a “ solemn mockery ”! 4. “ I must try, by the rule of God’s word, what is the real prin- ciple of this teetotal movement.” p. 3. If Mr. B.’s x-eal object is to ascertain whether teetotalism accords with, or is contradicted by, Scripture, he should first have got hold of the “ real principle ” of teetotalism (as laid down, for example, in the £100 Prize Essay, Bacchus, or some other standard teetotal work), and then have compared tlxe principle with the rule. As it is, most of his arguments are vitiated by substituting a fictitious princi- ple which he calls teetotalism, for the “ real principle.” 5. “ The request made to me this morning (June 20th, 1844), has led me to investigate the subject a little more. What is the result ?” p. 3. The investigation is indeed very “ little.” It lasts during a “ wet afternoon,” and results in a letter to his parishioners by tea-time ! This investigation appears to have been all on one side, and as hollow as it was hasty. Is it thus that the Great Fact connected with the existence of 10,000,000 of teetotalers shall be settled ? “Seest thou a man hasty of his words ? There is more hope of a fool than of 
(>. Mr. B. says that pledging to teetotalism will give rise to the impression that the child’s baptismal pledge (i-atified by confirma- 
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tion) is not of sufficient force by itself!” “ This is to say, the grace of God is not sufficient.” p. 3. Without entering into a refutation of Mr. B.’s peculiar theology— which certainly is not scriptural—we reply, that the grace or favor of God is manifested through means, and that teetotalism has been a means through which He has dispensed his “ grace ” in ten thousand instances. As drinking is a means to evil, so is sobriety to good; the advocacy of this means cannot render other means insufficient for their peculiar purpose or end. 7. Mr. B. next, mis-states what he calls “ the first statement ” of teetotalers. We do not say, however, “ that the Scriptures do not warrant the use of wine.” p. 3. We readily admit that it is right to use wine—of the right sort—in right circumstances. Mr. B.’s con- fused mode of stating the question at issue may do very well for the parties who cry out “ The parson is on our side ”—but it will not do for the rational teetotaler. We have proved by the clearest evidence of chemical and physiological science, that alcohol is a poison, and it has been demonstrated by the unerring logic of experience in millions of cases, that alcoholic drinks are pernicious to the body; but to this vast body of evidence and facts, the only reply of the opponent has been, The Bible is against you! The game played with Columbus and Galileo by Romanists, is now played by Puseyites and Protes- tants against the teetotaler—but the stone of Fact will crush them to powder! We reply, The Bible is not against us. Our assertion has neutralized theirs : we now challenge the proofs of their asser- tion. By the Bible of course they mean the Word of God contained in the Bible *—not the mere historical records of that volume. Let the text be adduced, then, which puts a Divine sanction on the use of intoxicating drink. If such a text can be produced, the controversy is closed—if it cannot be produced, then the Bible is not against us. No such text is in existence: hence teetotalism is in perfect harmony with the Bible. Let us see if Mr. B. has met this point, or anything like it. Mr. B. does not advance the text wanted. On the contrary, he is compelled to admit that “ there are some passages of Scripture where the use of wine is forbidden.” p. 4. Nevertheless, says he, these do not “ make at all in favor of our views—but the very reverse ”! 8. “ For,” runs his logic, “ those who did not vow the vow of a Nazarite, were permitted” to drink wine. p. 4. “ O lame and impotent conclusion!” We ask for bread and he gives us a stone—we ask for sanction and he tells us of permission !—as though to permit a thing were to sanc- tion it. Dr. Stebbing, in his comment on Matt. xix. 7, 8, which is recommended to Mr. B.’s especial attention, justly observes,—“Mo- ses did not command, but permitted the separation (divorce), a distinction which the Pharisees forgot to notice.” Pharisees are alike 

9. “ In Lev. x. 9. the Priests are commanded not to drink wine 
• By Bible here we of course do not mean the Romanists’ various versions, nor le Lutheran and Calvinistic versions, nor the various English versions—no* the atm, or Greek, or Syriac, or German, or Italian, or French, or Irish, or Wel-!i anslations—but we mean the best copies of the Hebrew Bible, and of the Greek A. :r eslament. We cannot get too near to God’s Word, if we wish to have the genuine nginal sense. Nothing but besotted superstition can object to this. 
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when they go into the tabernacle—what does this imply but that, when out of the tabernacle, it was perfectly lawful ?” p. 4. We ask for proof, and Mr. B. tells us of implication ! It is denied, however, that a thing must be lawful in all other circumstances Aecattse expressly prohibited in some. From the statement that “it was here prohibited ”—the only logical inference is, “ that by this text it was not prohibited elsewhere.” In other words, nothing at all was said about its use on other occasions. Men were left to the dic- tates of their own reason, or the declarations of other Scriptures, as regards its use in other circumstances. Silence is nyt sanction.—Wine was prohibited lest the ceremonial temple should be made unclean— shall we have less care for the “ living temple ”? 10. “ How came it that David, the man after God’s own heart, should deal out among all the people, to every one a cake of bsead, a good piece of flesh, and o. flagon of wine ?” (2 Sam. vi. 19). We ask for Divine sanction on intoxicating wine—and behold we are told that David—who was an adulterer and a murderer, as well as a repentant saint; but the whole truth does not suit Mr. B.—gave the people wine ! Perhaps he did on other occasions or on this, dis- tribute wine—and it might be intoxicating or not, for what we care,- since we do not admit that the act of giving food or eating it was an inspired act;—all we say is, that this text (2 Kings vi. 19) furnishes no proof of it. Mr. B. must have read his Bible in as great haste as he wrote his letter, and thus verified the old adage—“ more haste, less speed.” Had he looked closely he would have seen that the words “ of wine ” were in italics, to denote, as even Mr. B.’s Sunday scholars ought to know, that there were no such words in the origi- nal ! Alas ! Mr. B., is it thus you investigate truth ? You must do it “a little more” still, before you overturn teetotalism. The Septuagint version (from which the apostles quoted) reads thus :— “ a joint of meat, and a cake from the frying pan." Good teetotal food, Mr. B,? 11. “God forbid that we should charge this holy man (David) with being so unfaithful as to bestow upon them blessing and cursing !” p. 4. Mr. B. ought to be grateful that we have shewn him that there is not the slightest ground for the charge, or even the suspicion of it; yet, had David, like many other good men in every age, really been mistaken as regards the physical properties of wine (and they have been mistaken in more serious matters), we do not see how this could make him “unfaithful." A man is only unfaithful for disregarding the light he has, or may have, not for neglecting the light he has not. It is our consolation to know that God does not count “ the days of ignorance ” as the days of light—whatever Mr. B. may do. 12. “ Would Nehemiah (vi. 18) have set at his table all sorts of wine, if the use of these wines had been contrary to the will of God ?” 
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p. 4. Pray, does Mr. B. believe Nehemiah’s cooks and butlers to have been inspired, that he should talk as if no erroneous notions on these matters of meat and drink were possible to them ? But the question what were “these wines"? has not been settled. They did not mean all sorts of wine in the ivorld, but wines of the various kinds used by respectable and virtuous men in the East. Bishop Lowth (no little one in the Church) in his comment on Isaiah i. 22, tells us that the 



indent wines were sometimes drugged with stupefying ingredients, custom still common in the East). Was such a mixed wine one of e “ all sorts ” referred to ? Will Mr. B. dare to say yes 9 or can he prove that alcoholic wine was another of the “ sorts ”? Did Vehemiah consume such wine as Moses speaks of Deut. xxxii. 33, that named in verse 14th ? , 13. “ Does Nehemiah mention “ treading the wine-presses” as any Lggravation of guilt in profaning the sabbath s Strange that he should omit to condemn them for ‘ bringing in wine into Jerusalem ’! / its use were a thing so hateful to God.” pp. 4, 5. If Mr. I?: had stated our views truly, then there would have been >me show of reason in this thirteenth fallacy—but he has not done ». We do not say that wine is “a thing hateful to God,” as is falsely isinuated: we believe wine (i. e. good wine) to be a good thing— ren such wine as they trode out in the presses on the sabbath day iNeh. xiii. 15), “the pure blood of the grape” (Deut. xxxii. 14), ind carried into Jerusalem. This was the sort of wine offered upon he altar, generally fresh, though sometimes boiled. The ancient fewish Talmud states, however, that “ they do not boil the wine of le heave offering, because it diminishes it”: but, it is added, “Rabbi 'ehudah permits this because it improves it" (Tr, • c. xi)—i. e. takes it richer and more syrupy. This shews what Nehemiah meant |)y “ eating the fat, and drinking the sweet ”—a very different sort of hing from port and sherry ! 14. “Hebringeth forth food out of the earth; wine, &c.” Psalm v. 14, 15. The fallacy of quoting this, is in the supposition that intoxicating ine comes out of the earth ! Mr. B. was thinking of the cellar Surely ! whence port and sherry are brought. What sort of wine pomes “ out of the earth ” Mr. B. may learn by consulting Jeremiah ji. 10, 12. “ 15. Mr. B. wonders how the Psalmist could blunder in calling that cursed thing wine" a “blessing”! p. 5. The blunder is Mr. B.’s, not David’s. No one, save Mr. B., calls ihe “ ort of wine” here spoken of by David, a bad thing—at least the teetotalers do not. 5 16. Prov. xxiii. 30, 31. “ Look not thou upon the wine when it is ted; when it giveth its eye (or bubble) in the cup, when it moveth tself upwards; at last it biteth like a serpent and stingeth like an jldder.” Here we see a plain description of fermented wine—several jigns of fermentation being given that we might recognise wine in that state when “Wine is a mocker” (Prov. xx. 1)., All this, however, is too plain for the drinkers of such wine, and therefore the words of the original must be perverted into some other tneaning. ; “To come at the real meaning of any text” says Mr. B., “we must view it in connexion with the context." (Not very grammatical jhis !) Is there any thing in the context opposed to the plain teetotal nse ? If so, what is it ? Mr. B. does not adduce a single word om the context in opposition to our reading of it; he only tells us |hat it “means ” so-and-so—i. e. in his opinion! Let that go for what is worth. It will require something more than “ opinion” to con- nceus that “wine is a mocker” means “wine is an innocent thing”; ■ that “ Look not upon it ” means “ Drink it in moderation ”! 
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17- “ Be not desirous of dainties —means just what it says, and the reason is given—“/or they are deceitful meat” (Prov. xxii. 2). But alcoholic wine is “ deceitful drink "-—yea, “ a mocker, and who- soever is deceived thereby is not wise.” Hence the command “ Look not upon it ”—be not even in the company of men who drink such inflaming drink—be not among wine-bibbers.” That St. Paul so understood the teachings of the wise man is evident from his enjoin- ing the same doctrine—me paruintm, (be) not in the company of wine; literally, not over-against wine. “ He condemns ” (says Mr. B.) “ the looking on wine to lust after it—the being guided rather by sense than by reason in its'use.” p. 5. Very good—so does the teetotaler. We say the drinkers of such wine, at least the mass of them, drink for no other purpose than to stimulate sense—in a less or greater degree. For this they like and love it—“ they are deceived thereby.” Yet, however nice it may now taste and feel, “ at last ” it will leave the sting of disease in the body. It is altogether a sensual gratification, whether in the extreme mo- derationist or the extreme drunkard. Its use cannot be justified by reason ; this is confessed in the fact that men attempt its justification by perverting Scripture—where, after all, they fail to make out “a case ” that would even satisfy a special pleader ! “He does not mean (says Mr. B.) that a man is not to take so much (wine) as may tend to support the body.” p. 5. Neither do teetotalers. But what kind of wine does support the body? Alcoholic wine cannot. ‘‘Beer, wine, spirits, &c., furnish no element capable of entering into the composition of blood ” ( Let- ters on Chemistry, by Professor Liebig, M. D., p. 57). But unfer- mented or boiled wine is very nutritious, since it contains vegetable fibrine, out of which animals build up animal fibrine. “ The juice of grapes is especially rich in this constituent ” (ibid, p. 85). Hence “ the fruit of the vine ” is a most apt emblem of that living tkuth by which the true Christian is sustained; while alcoholic wine, the result of corruption, and altogether incapable of nourishing, is about the most unfit emblem which could possibly be selected. 18. “Solomon speaks in reference to drunkards.” So do we, as teetotalers, and the plan adopted by both is—“ Look not upon the wine” which makes drunkards. This, too, was the plan adopted by God to prevent drunkenness amongst his priests (Lev. x)—not moder- ation ! The best plan of eradicating weeds in a small field, will also be the best plan in regard to a larger one. With an example of Di- vine wisdom before us, we can very well dispense with Mr. B.’s wisdom. “ Fornication is an equally damning sin as drunkenness.” p. 5. True, for drunkenness owns it for an offspring, and not only drunkenness but moderation. It may be said with greater general truth of so-called moderate drinkers than of drunkards,—that is, in the earlier stages of alcoholic excitement, rather than in the paralyzed stage—“ Thine eyes shall behold strange women ” (Prov. xxiii. 33). Alcohol is the parent of many vices, but the patron of no virtue. 19. “ If the text is taken for a command not to touch wine, the wise man is made to contradict himself, for in Prov. xxxi. 6, it is written— Give strong drink unto him that is ready to perish, &c.” p. 5. 20. “ Who will dare to say that those Scriptures clash one with another.” p. 6. 
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We will not; nor is it necessary to do so in order to exonerate tee. totalism from the charge of contradicting Scripture. The temperance pledge is an absolute declaration not to touch alcoholic wine as a beverage; but it leaves the teetotal physician quite at liberty to “ Give wine unto him who is ready to perish ”—as a medicine; and it by no means prevents him from giving “ wine in the cluster ” to the starving, as was done to the fainting Egyptian “ ready to perish ” (1 Sam. xxx. 11, 12). Are Mr. B. and his parishioners “ready to perish ”? In Prov. xxiii. 31, alcohol and drugged (mixed) wines are spoken of.—Can Mr. B. prove that the “wine” mentioned in the 31st chap- ter, 6th verse, is of the same sort ? He has himself proved that there were various sorts—it now remains for him to prove that these differ- ent passages do not refer to different sorts of wine. The objection has been answered more fully elsewhere.* 21. The inspired writers, says Mr. B., “ do not once state that the use of [intoxicating] wine is forbidden by their God, nor do they in- timate any such remedy.” p. 6. We have shewn that they do both. 22. “ How comes it that, when denouncing drunkenness, they are so sparing of the vineyards, the wine, and the strong-drink ?” p. 0. Because vineyards, and all such wine as they yield, do mt produce drunkenness. Isaiah Ixv. 8, contains a positive prohibition against corrupting or destroying (as is done by fermenting) “ the fruit of the vine.” The sort of wine which the projjhets “spare” is very different from that which “is a mocker.”—As to “strong-drink”, it is not true that the prophets spare it. One of them says, “ strong drink is raging, and whosoever is deceived thereby is not wise.” Is this “ sparingit ? If words have any meaning, these are words of warning. They give the thing a bad character. When such lan- guage is applied to a man, who would thence infer—“ VVe are to seek the company of the deceiver—sometimes, but not too often ”? 23. No doubt the total abstinence of John the Baptist, like that of the Nazarites, was “a peculiarity in his case.” p. 6. He and they were peculiar types of holiness—but this, says Mr. B., “ instead of countenancing teetotalism, completely upsets it”!!! So the strength of Samson was a “ peculiarity ”—and an angel of the Lord was ex- pressly sent (Judges xiii. 7) to tell her to be “ very cautious.” so as not to injure the child by drinking strong drink, and so that the child should be “ holy ” to God from the womb. But all this, accord- ing to Mr. B.’s logic, “instead of countenancing the idea that absti- nence h favorable to health, and_ strength, and holiness—and for that reason a proper type of purity—“ completely upsets ” the notion !!! In other words, Mr. B. insinuates that the angel was mistaken, and that God selected an inappropriate type! Had Mr. B. been the mes- senger, he would have made Samson—a moderationist l Mr. B. admits that teetotalism has been “ a peculiarity ” observed under Divine appointment (yet, says he, it is “not in accordance with Scripture”!) —nevertheless, this “ divine peculiarity ”, he argues, “ completely upsets it ”! On the other hand, the assumed common uninspired mere human practice of Zacharias and Elizabeth, according to him, makes 
* The Strong Drink Question, or Total Abstinence and the Holy Scriptnres harmon- ized ; by Dr. F. R. Lees. See pages 60 to 64. Brittain, London, 1842. Price Is. 
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the use of intoxicating (i. e. poisonous) wine, scriptural! ! Thus, on Mr. H.’s system, common-ignorant-custom is greater sanction than Divine command ! 24. “But, says Mr. B., “John’s great Master came eating and drinking.” p. 6. Certainly. John abstained from even the ordinary food of the country—Christ did not. John abstained from all wine— Christ only from baA or drunkard’s wine. John drank only milk or water—Christ “ the fruit of the vine.” It now remains with Mr. B. to prove that Christ drank that wine which results only from the de- struction or fermentation of “the fruit of the vine.” 25. It is not true that St. Paul “ only reproves the Churches for drunkenness, and never condemns the use of intoxicating liquors.” p. 7- He does both : he condemns in toto the use of intoxicating wine; and he also condemns those who take ton much of good wine.* 26. Mr. B. says—“ I do not feel warranted to take the word wine in a different acceptation from that in which it was commonly taken AT THE TIME THE SCRIPTURES WERE WRITTEN.” p. 7. This is very good—the fallacy consists in supposing that the tee- totaler does “ take the word in a different acceptation ”—which he does not. As the word man denotes all sorts of men—black or white, good or bad—so the word wine in Scripture denotes “ all sorts of wine pure or mixed, good or bad. What sort oi men or wine the words denote in any particular passage, must be determined by the context, if at all. Mr. B. says—“ I cannot discover that the Greek word aims, ren- dered wine, was used in those days for anything but the fermented juice of the grape”! p. 7. This must arise, then, merely from Mr. B.’s ignorance, for we could fill whole pages with quotations from the Greek of the Septuagint, from Josephus, and from the classic authors, where the word wine denotes the pure totfermented juice of the grape. 27. “We don’t care whether “ the publicans and sinners’” were or were not, or are or are not, “ satisfied with such a wine as Christ drank but we believe the Governor of the marriage feast approved of good wine—and we know from ancient writers that the inspissated wines were reckoned the very best, and made from the best grapes. (Vide Pliny; the writers of the Geoponica ; and the Talmud). 28. “ What danger had there been of putting new wine into old bottles, if the wine our Lord spoke of had been unfermented?” p. 7- Mr. B. should have asked, what danger is there of putting/emsw- ted wine into old bottles ? None whatever : port and sherry do not burst their bottles. Our opponents contradict themselves here, for they generally say, that the new bottle was necessary so that it would expand and allow the “ new wine ” to ferment. Hence, when the new wine was first put in, it was, by their own argument, unfermented ! But neither of the moderation theories is the correct one. 29. “ Be not drunk with wine [not water] wherein is excess.” This needs no comment. As Dr. Doddridge observes, the apostle places the evil in the wine. Hence, the apostle but repeats the language of Solo- man It is a deceiver, “ a mocker ”. Ought we to make friends of a 

• This was proved in Professor Moses Stuart’s Prize Essay on Scripture ll'ines, 1831; and also in Dr. Lees’ History of the IVine Question, 1841. But Mr. B. treats teetotalism as the Infidel sometimes treats the Bible—he writes against it from mere hear-say—he never takes the trouble to read the authentic documents themselves. 
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person with such a character? Why, then, with wine wherein is 

30. “ The wine used by the Corinthian converts intoxicated them.” p. «. It did no such thing. St. Paul says, indeed, they had been drunk- ards, but were then washed, sanctified. He couldn’t say this if they still were in the habit of getting drunk ; neither does he say it. It is only our translation that says so, not the Greek of Paul. Most of the continental translations, nearly every modern version, and the best scholars of the present and the past century, render the text in question to this effect—“ One is hungry, and another is full” Mr. B. says (p. 8), that “ most teetotalers understand ‘ the fruit of the vine’ to signify fermented wine”!!! This remark only evinces Mr. B.’s deplorable ignorance of the opinions of that body against whom he writes, and that he has taken no pains to ascertain the truth. An illustration of our views may be taken from a letter signed “ J. Lees,” which appears in the Leeds Mercury of this day (Aug. 10, 1844). It is written from “ Ichaboe,” Africa, and contains the following passage on the subject of guano. “ Many thousands of tons have been taken in, and cast away when tlj^y discovered the rains had caused fermentation, and destroyed the properties of the guano.”—Here we see that guano is used for a substance which is valuable in its original state, and also for one which is worthless when fermented. Just the same difference holds, between wine in its unfermented state, and when fermentation has destroyed its original properties. The same word may refer to very different things ; and to attempt to palm corrupted drink upon us under the mere name of “ wine ” is not much more honest than to sell farmers fermented guano for unfermented. The first is a social cheat of which the law should take note ; the other (practised by Mr. B.) an intellectual cheat of which logic takes cognizance. 32. Mr. B. is compelled to own that it [what ?] “ certainly has less the appearance ” of denoting fermented wine “ here than any- where else.” Nevertheless, says he—“ I SAY there is no doubt whatever upon the matter”! p. 8. If dogmatism were sound doctrine, we should feel disposed to accept this drivelling dictum for proof—but as “ I SAY ” is not “ Scripture,” we leave Mr. Bean’s ipse dixit “ alone in its glory.” Job, long ago, answered this class of dogmatists. “ No doubt,” said he, “ but ye are the people, and wisdom shall die with you ! Nevertheless, I have understanding as well as you” (Job, xii. 2, 3). 33. Mr. B. says—“the juice of the grape cannot be preserved without fermenting”! p. 8. Well—all we know is, that at this very moment we have before us a bottle of wine (vino cotto) made many years ago in Italy, as free from change or alteration as on the day it was put into the bottle, and which would be preserved unchanged for ages either in the coldest or hottest climate in the world. We prefer one fact to a thousand dreaming conceits or dogmatic “ I say’s.” Mr. B. says—“ Who can listen to such egregious nonsense ?” Does Mr. B. refer to his own ignorant statement ? If so—we repeat his words—who can listen to such egregious nonsense rather than to fact ? Dr. Bowring, in his report to Parliament on the commerce of ‘Syria, 1836, says that the habit of boiling their wines in Syria and 
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the Holy Land is almost universal. The reply of Mr. Bean to Dr. Bowring’s fact is—“ who can listen to such egregious nonsense ?” Amiable logician ! 34. As to abstaining for example’s sake, Mr. B. says—“ the 14th Romans is perverted to suit their purpose—for the apostle is only speaking of meats and drinks offered to idols.” p. 9. !Ve have not to do with the idol question, but with the principle Paul applied to it—the principle that induced him to give up a good thing, in order to accomplish a greater good to the body and souls of men. He who does not acknowlege this •principle—that no man liveth for himself, and therefore that things lawful are not always expe- dient—is not a Christian of St. Paul’s school, though he may be a “parishioner” of Mr. Bean’s. Mr. B. deals with the Bible as the Pharisees did of old, and illustrates St. Paul’s statement that “ the letter killeth.” * 35. Mr. B. says—“ He (Christ) does not reach the imaginary stan- dard of excellence proposed by the Tee-total”! p. 9. This is simply a most awful and wicked falsehood. “ Thou shalt not bear false'untness against thy neighbor.” But Mr. B. does so against teetotaleja: it is a bad cause which can only be propped up by falsehood andTJalumny. 36. “ His example,” says Mr. B., “in this and every other respect, l am determined to follow—SO HELP ME GOD.” p. 9. Swear not at all! said Christ. Our parson, however, and very needlessly, does something very like it. Such language is better avoided, even if it be only in obedience to St. Paul’s injunction— “abstain from the very appearance of evil.” Neither in this respect, nor in the charity of his judgments or his treatment of truth, does Mr. B. practice what he professes. 37. Alcohol is not a gift of God. It is nowhere said to be good in the Word of God. 38. “ Dan. i. 8,” says Mr. B., “is a decisive proof of the folly of those who can bring it forward for such a purpose ?” p. 10. What purpose ? It has been brought forward simply in answer to those who declare that teetotalism is against Scripture. . But Daniel was commended for refusing the king’s wine, whether that wine was intoxicating or not. Hence to abstain cannot necessarily be wrong— or anti-scriptural. Daniel’s health, too, did not appear to suffer ; hence also a proof that wine as a beverage is not necessary. It may be dispensed with; we are not bound to drink it, as some seem to suppose, even if it were a good thing. Much, therefore, of Mr. B.'s writing on this text is mere misunderstanding of our views, and of the exact purposes for which we advance Daniel’s case of abstinence. Daniel, like Paul, had some good reason for abstaining;—he might say, indeed, “ the meat and wine are lawful, for “ an idol is nothing in the world ”—but it is not expedient, for example’s sake, that I should seem to countenance idolatry,—I will avoid the very appearance of evil. It is upon this same moral principle that many good men abstain from wine at the present day, and it is a very proper principle, whether Mr. Bean may like it or not. “ All things are lawful, but all things edify not: let no man seek his own, but every man his 

* See an article by Archdeacon Jeffries, entitled the Charter of Teetotalism, in the National Temperance Advocate for Aug. 1, 1844. 
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brother’s good.” (1 Cor. x. 23, 24). If Mr. B. thinks the principle only good at Corinth, and in reference to meat offered to idols only— we pity him, and should not like to be one of his “Parishioners.” 39. “ I will venture to say (says Mr. Bean) that Daniel would have eaten- before the Lord, in Jerusalem, the tithe of his corn, of his wine, &c.” Deut. xiv. 23. And what sort of wine could he eat ? Why, of course, the same sort as the worms are said to eat in Deut. xxviii. 39 ; the same sort as the Jews are said to “gather’' in Jeremiah xl. 10,12. (In reading the former text, Mr. B. must please to omit the words in italics ; for they are no more Scripture than those in the other text he quoted, 2 Sam. vi. 18). Besides, the Hebrew word in this text (Deut. xiv. 23) is not yayin (the Hebrew equivalent to oinos), but tirosh, which signifies vintage fruit, to which teetotalers have no more objection than Daniel had.* 40. Deut. xiv. 25, 26. “ Bestow that money for whatsoever thy soul lusteth after, [are Christians to gratify their lusts, Mr. B. ?] for oxen, or for sheep, or for wine ”— “ Do the teetotalers (asks Mr, B.) say that this wine is the unfer- mented juice of the grape ? Read on, then, the next words in your Bible—‘or for STRONG DRINK’!” pp. 11, 12. We freely grant that this is the strongest apparent proof against teetotalism which could be brought against us from the pages of the English Bible—nay, it is the only j ext in that book which even seems to answer the challenge we have given, and to connect Divine sanction with intoxicating drink. All the rest that Mr. Bean has quoted, are not, for his purpose, of the value of a bean-stalk. IVhat shall we say, then, to this one ? Our answer is simple and conclusive. No epithet correspomling to “ STRONG ” exists in this text in the original Hebrew. The He- brew has only one word—the translators give two; they have added here, as elsewhere, to the words of the inspired volume. The origi- nal word is SaCaR, which, in its first use, denoted a SAccHARine drink, not a strong one.-)- This same word, translated “strong drink,” is the original of the word for sugar in nearly all the oriental and occidental languages.—Mr. Bean amusingly illustrates the truth of a remark made by a learned writer in Blackwood’s Maga- zine (Jan., 1842. Art. Philosophy of Herodotus). “ How often do we hear people commenting on the Scriptures, and raising up serial edifices of argument, in which every iota of the logic rests, unconsciously to themselves, upon the accidental words of the English version, and melts away when applied to the original text; so that, in fact, the whole has no more strength than if it were huilt upon a pun or an Equivoque.” p. 14. 

>’8 Cyclopaedia of Biblical Literature, vol. i. Art. Fruits— holars of Europe and America have contributed, length in the following works. Will Mr. B. try his hand them? Kitto’s Cyclopaedia of Biblical Literature, vol. i. Art. Drixk, t This is proved 
Strong.— firize Essay on Deut. 
■iohn'Longmuir. M. A. Aberdeen, 1842. These works loose letter, written during a “ wet afternoon,” under the som heavy dinner, or “ heavy wet,” as appears to have been the his parishioners. 

xiv. 25, 26, by the Eev. 
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So much for Mr. Bean’s Forty Fallacies of “forty-parsou- power”! They were sent out with the most arrogant pretensions; and in bringing them to the bar of reason, we have bestowed upon them far more attention and courtesy than their character deserved. If any have been made the dupes of their mingled falsehood and folly, "they will now have none but themselves to blame—the poison and the antidote are before them. The fraudalent crew have now- been arraigned, tried, convicted, and condemned—condemned for an unlawful and felonious attempt to break into the Temple of Teeto- talism—an attempt carried on in defiance of all the laws which should govern the intellect in its approach to the sanctuary of Truth. How- ever, we wish to mingle mercy with the severity which justice demands us to exercise. The forty culprits having already been placed in the public stocks, we now set them at liberty, trusting that the deserved disgrace with which they return back to the Par- sonage, will have its due effect upon all the parties concerned, and convince even “the publicans and sinners” of “Bolton-by-Bowland,” that though “ The Parson is on their side,” vet, after all, THE BIBLE IS ON OURS. 
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